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Prediction of mechanical properties of carbon nanotube-based composite is one of the important
issues which should be addressed reasonably. A proper modeling approach is a multi-scale technique starting from nano scale and lasting to macro scale passing in-between scales of micro and
meso. The main goal of this research is to develop a multi-scale modeling approach to extract
mechanical properties of CNT based nanocomposites emphasizing on meso-scale parameters.
Agglomeration and non-straight shapes of CNTs have to be captured in this specific scale. The
representative volume element (RVE) for meso-scale is identified considering local concentration
of CNTs as the main source of inhomogeneity in the investigated material region. Irregular tessellation technique on the basis of Voronoi method and Bayes algorithm is employed to partition the
RVE at meso scale into constitutive polygons containing one single aggregate. A MATLAB code is
written to perform this stage on the basis of random pattern. Mechanical properties of the tasseled regions are extracted by a combination of micromechanics rule addressing local position
and aggregates in the material region. A bounding technique accounting for non-straight shape of
CNT is utilized to consider the any arbitrary shape of wavy CNT. Investigated material region at
macro scale is divided into constitutive blocks assigning random volume fractions of CNT to each
block implying non-uniformed dispersion of CNT. The results demonstrate the importance of
considering the position of local aggregates in modeling procedure. The obtained results of modeling are compared with experimentally measured mechanical properties.
© 2014 Published by Semnan University Press. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The outstanding, exceptional, mechanical, electrical and thermal properties of Carbon Nanotubes
(CNTs) [1-4] have stimulated researchers to exploit
them as a new generation of reinforcing agents for
polymers. Incorporating small amounts of CNTs into
polymer and experimentally observed significant
growth in the mechanical properties of polymer [57] has established a new era in the field of advanced
materials. Therefore, predicting mechanical properties of the CNT/polymer composites on the basis of
constituent’s mechanical properties not only plays
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an important role in their development process, but
also has received lots of attractions among researchers in the last decade. Developed micromechanics rules cannot be directly used for the case of
CNT/polymer [8-18]. The basic assumptions of the
micromechanics rules are not valid for
CNT/polymer. Basically, micromechanics rules treat
the reinforcing phase as a continuum medium which
is not pertinent to the lattice structure of CNT. They
also take into account perfect bonding between reinforcing agent and surrounding polymer; while
CNT interacts with surrounding polymer through
non-bonded van der Waals (vdW) interactions.
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Moreover, formation of locally concentrated aggregates due to CNT agglomeration and also the
non-straight shapes of CNTs arisen from their high
aspects ratios cannot be captured by micromechanics rules. These phenomena will diminish the efficiency of CNTs in reinforcement and should be captured reasonably.
Different researchers have tried to modify available micromechanics rule for CNT-based composites
[19-30]. It can be seen from literature that all performed studies in the field of modifying micromechanics rule for the purpose of CNT-based composites suffer from different shortcomings. Almost all
conducted studies are performed on the basis of
curve fitting to the observed experimental results.
Due to the generic philosophy of their development,
the applications of these formulations are limited to
the special cases wherein exactly same conditions
are governed to the materials. Therefore, the applicability of these formulations to the new sets of
experimental data is under question. Furthermore,
the predicted results by developed formulations are
compatible with experimental data either in the
lower ranges of CNT contents or in the higher values. Namely, they are not consistent with experimental data in both low and high CNT contents with
the same level of accuracy. More importantly, developed formulations do not cover all intrinsic deficiencies associated with CNT in reinforcing polymer
and just some of them have been captured. The essential issues weakening the capability of CNT in
reinforcing polymers can be classified into five main
groups of non-uniformed dispersion, non-aligned,
agglomerated, non-straight shapes of CNTs and nonbonded interactions between CNT and surrounding
polymers in the interphase region.
The main goal of this research is to establish a
perfect virtual laboratory for calculating the Young’s
modulus of CNT-based composites taking into account all inconsistencies arisen from processing of
CNT-based nanocomposites. So, appropriate multiscale modeling covered all scales of Nano, Micro,
Meso and Macro is employed to predict Young's
modulus of CNT reinforced polymer (CNTRP). The
employed multi-scale modeling is able to simulate
all effective parameters at corresponding scales.
Finally, the obtained results are compared with
nearby theoretical multi-scale approaches ensuring
its abilities.

2. Problem Statement
Due to the wide range of the scales associated
with CNTRP, a multi-scale modeling is required to
predict mechanical properties of investigated mate-

rial. All involved length scales, starting from atomic
scale and lasting to bulk material level are scanned
in this approach. A proper bridging between physical governing conditions at atomic level and the material behavior at the macro level depends on the
development of a model considering all nano, micro,
meso and macro scales. It should be noted that
proper RVEs1 must be defined at each scale and all
the phenomena related to them should be considered at the proper scale of occurrence.
Thanks to the complexity of this approach, few
researchers have applied it in the field of nanocomposites [12, 31-35]. Spanos and Kontsos [34] have
developed a full-range multi-scale modeling while
just CNT volume fraction has been treated as single
random parameter. Shokrieh and Rafiee [35] developed a full-stochastic and full range multi-scale
modeling, called N3M, treating all CNT length, orientation, volume fraction, non-straight shape and agglomeration as random parameters.
N3M multi-scale modeling is selected in this research as the fundation of multi-scale modeling procedure. Some improvements will be provided to the
previously developed N3M modeling [35] at the
specific scales of meso and macro in order to simulate bundled CNTs more accurately. In contrast with
[35] wherein regular tessellation technique is used
at meso scale, irregular tessellation technique is
developed in this research in order to take into account the local position of each aggregate. In other
words, while developed modeling in [35] simply
neglects the local position of each aggregate in meso
scale RVE, this issue is taken into account in this
research.

3. Multi-Scale Modeling
Due to the important issues occurring at meso
and macro scales, these two scales are mainly focused in this research. Local agglomerations, nonstraight shapes and random orientations of CNTs
have to be taken into account at meso scale [35].
While the effective scales of other issues like CNT
length and interphase between CNT and surrounding polymer are nano and/or micro scales, uniformed or non-uniformed dispersion of aggregates
is treated at macro scale [35].

3.1. Top-Down Scanning
The RVE at macro scale is the bulk material region which is partitioned into constitutive blocks at
meso scale. The bulk material is partitioned into
1

Representative Volume Element
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small rectangle elements using regular tessellation
method.
A random CNT volume fraction is allocated to
each block which is consistent with the global CNT
volume fraction. Thus, heterogeneous environment
of the material due to non-uniformed distribution of
CNTs in the resin is captured. After partitioning of
RVE at macro scale into its constitutive blocks at
meso scale using regular tessellation method, the
mechanical properties of each block at meso scale
should be derived.
The embedded CNTs in the meso-scale RVE can be
either concentrated in local regions forming aggregates or dispersed in some other areas representing
fully dispersed CNTs. Irregular tessellation on the
basis of Voronoi approach [36] is used to partition
the RVE at meso-scale into constitutive polygons. In
this method, each constitutive polygon consists of a
special point called generator or seed. All the other
points located inside the polygon and in neighboring
areas of a seed are at the lowest distance to the seed
rather than the other points. All points placed on the
edges of each polygon are at the same distance to
the two neighbor seeds. Therefore, if it is assumed
that each specific seed represents only one single
aggregate, the locations of aggregate play an important role in determining mechanical properties
of the RVE at meso-scale. Then, each obtained polygon is converted into a spherical element assuming
its center as a seed. The procedures of regular tessellation at macro scale and irregular tessellation
technique on the basis of Voronoi approach [36] are
presented in Figure 1.
Following the explained procedure of irregular
tessellation technique, each constitutive block at
meso-scale will be converted to the assemblage of
spheres with different radii. Radius and surface area
of each sphere can vary from very low to high values
depending on the parent polygon. the neighboring
areas have the minimum distance to it rather than

other center points of other spheres. Consequently,
the RVE at meso scale is tessellated into spherical
particles with various diameters surrounded by
spherical surfaces of matrix. There is no interference between spheres and the adjacent elements
are tangent together.
An example of such clustering is schematically
presented in Figure 2.
An exact closed form solution is developed to obtain mechanical properties of such spherical element assemblage in this tessellated structure. This
model is also called Composite Sphere Assemblage
(CSA) [38, 39].
In order to create the constitutive polygons in the
rectangular element at meso-scale based on Voronoi
algorithm, the coordinates of seeds have to be specified in the x-y plane. The number of seeds depends
on the number of polygon elements. Bayes algorithm is used for defining the locations of seeds [40].
Based on Bayes algorithm, normal distribution is
considered for the coordinates of the seed points.
The coordinates of each seed are selected as the
mean value for the normal distributions of other
points located on the distribution curves centered
on the seeds. In other words, all of the points located on the plane have several special numbers, each
of which is related to a specified seed.

Figure 2. Quasi-Spherical Tessellation [37]

Figure 1. RVEs at Macro and Meso Scales
Figure 1. RVEs at Macro and Meso Scales
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Figure 3. Voronoi cells created by Bayes Algorithm
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The bigger value assigned to a point implies the
closer point to the corresponding seed. For each
point, the biggest value is taken into account neglecting other values. Therefore, every point will be
located on a single distribution curve. The distance
between all points located on a curve and the peak
of the curve (mean value representing seed) present
the smallest value in comparison with other seeds.
These curves will produce conic surfaces on 3D
space which the points located in the foothills are at
the minimum distance from the seeds (tip of the
cones). Voronoi polygons are formed by projecting
the 3D cones on the bottom plane as illustrated in
the Figure 3.

different from the other ones, a random logic has to
be applied to determine the local CNT volume fraction allocated to each phase. For this purpose, random coefficients representing concentration of
CNTs in both inner and outer circles are considered.
Following improved Mori-Tanaka model, the CNT
volume fraction assigned to each spherical element
is divided into two phases [43]:

V CNT  V CNT

Bottom-up modeling in the form of hierarchical
multi-scale modeling is employed to obtain Young’s
modulus of the CNTRP. The modeling starts from
the scale of nano. Equivalent fiber phenomenon developed by Shokrieh and Rafiee [38-40] is used. The
equivalent fiber consists of the CNT and the interphase region between CNT and polymer. The lattice
and hollow structure of the CNT interacting with
surrounding polymer through the non-bonded van
der Waals interaction is replaced with a virtually
solid fiber representing equivalent fiber. Since the
CNTs have different lengths, the properties of the
equivalent fiber vary with the CNT length. According
to the results of a parametric study on the effects of
CNT length on the mechanical properties of equivalent fiber, the mechanical properties of the equivalent fiber associated with the mean length of 500 nm
are used. As it can be seen from the properties reflected in table 1, the equivalent fiber exhibits transversely-isotropic behavior.
According to the CNT volume fraction dedicated
to each rectangular constitutive block at macroscale, the portion of each Voronoi cell which is created inside of them at meso-scale can be also defined randomly. Each polygon can be considered as
a spherical element after applying CSA method,
wherein the inner circle represents aggregated
CNTs surrounded by fully dispersed CNTRP as the
outer circle. Thus, properties of these two distinct
phases in the spherical elements should be obtained
[41, 42]. Since the size of each spherical element is
Table 1. Mechanical Properties of the Equivalent Fiber [38-40]

348

Transverse
Young’s Modulus
[GPa]

Shear
Modulus
[GPa]

Poisson’s
Ratio

11.27

5.13

0.284
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V
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where Vinclusion is the volume of spherical particles,
and V is the total volume of the spheres.  represents the ratio of total aggregates particles to the
total volume of RVE and  is the ratio of CNT volume fraction inside the aggregates to the total CNT
volume fraction in spherical elements. The local volume fraction of CNTs allocated to each phase is obtained from the following relations [43]:
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The mechanical properties of each phase can now
be extracted by using micromechanics rule developed by Hashin [41] and Christensen [42]:
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The random coefficients representing agglomeration phenomena are defined as follows [43]:
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where superscripts of “in” and “out” denote inner
sphere or aggregate and outer sphere reflecting fully dispersed CNT in matrix, respectively. The superscripts of “m” and “r” stand for matrix and equivalent fiber. Finally, mechanical properties of each
two-phase spherical inclusion representing polygon
elements are obtained as below:
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The mechanical properties of the reinforcing
agent (Kr and Gr) are calculated using equivalent
fiber properties inserted in table 1.
To consider the effect of CNT waviness at the
meso scale, a phenomenological technique is used
[44]. Thanks to the transversely isotropic behavior
of the equivalent fiber, the modulus of a unit-cell
containing an embedded non-straight CNT in polymer can be bounded between two extreme values
dictated by longitudinal and transverse moduli of
the unit-cell. As a subsequent, the effective modulus
of a non-straight fiber is placed between the bounding values dictated by longitudinal and transverse
effective moduli of a straight equivalent fiber. Consequently, the random selection of the modulus between bounding values obtained for the straight
equivalent fiber will capture any arbitrary nonstraight shapes of CNTs. Following this procedure,
the associated properties with the straight equivalent fiber presented in equations (5) to (8) are replaced with randomly selected values between

Table 2. Comparison between predicted results with
published experimental data
Constituents
Young’s Modulus
Properties
[GPa]

Villoria &
Miravete
[11]

Ogasawara
et al.[45]

Kanagaraj
et al. [46]

Xiao et al.
[47]

Error (%)

1 

G out  G m 

Modeling



Measured By Experiment

Gr Gm



(7)
)

CNT Volume Fraction (%)

1

f CNT 

Matrix Modulus
[GPa]

6( K m  2G m )(1 

bounding values. After obtaining the mechanical
properties of polygons and subsequently the building blocks at meso scale, the mechanical properties
of the bulk material at macro scale is obtained using
averaging method. The process is implemented in a
written computer code on the MATLAB platform.
Since the developed algorithm for the creation of
a polygon follows a fully stochastic process, none of
the blocks have the same tessellation pattern. Moreover, all dispersion, agglomeration and waviness of
CNTs as the most important parameters at macro
and meso scales are random parameters. A convergence study is performed to extract three parameters of number of constitutive blocks at macro scale,
number of Voronoi polygons at meso scale and
number of realizations. A convergence criterion is
defined as 0.1% for the coefficient of variation for
the Young’s modulus of the whole material region at
macro scale. It is observed that 300 realizations of
stochastic method on a 30×30 region consisting of 7
seeds in each block fulfill the requirements of the
convergence criterion.

Researcher(s)
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2.875

0.12

2.909

2.917
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0.47
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0.3
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4. Results and Discussion
In order to check the accuracy of the developed
modeling procedure, obtained results are compared
with available experimental observations in literature. It should be pointed out that all CNT volume
fractions, orientations, agglomerations and nonstraight shapes have been treated as random variables in accordance with explained procedure of
modeling in section 3. As shown in Table 2, there is
a very good agreement between obtained results
and experimental observations.
As it can be seen from a comparison presented in
Table 2, in very rare cases the developed theoretical
modeling overestimates Young’s modulus with very
low error percentage.
A detailed investigation is carried out to understand the degree to which inconsistencies affect the
properties. It is revealed that the most important
parameter is the non-straight CNT shape and after
that local concentration of CNTs into aggregated
plays an important role in decreasing mechanical
properties of CNTRP from ideal cases.
Another comparison is carried between developed modeling with N3M modeling [35] and the
results are presented in Table 3. A very good
agreement between obtained results using these

two different techniques accompanied by considerable reduction in the runtime of the modeling procedure implies the efficiency of the developed modeling. It should be pointed out that due to the employed technique of irregular tessellation at meso
scale, the current modeling technique is able to take
into account the position of aggregates, as it is not
possible by employing N3M modeling [35].

5. Conclusion

N3M
(error
(%))

Current
model
(error
(%))

0.85

0.847
(3.2)

0.857
(2.06)

0.5

0.85

1.152
(4)

1.168
(2.67)

1.2

1.0

0.85

1.32
(5.7)

1.34
(4.29)

1.4

0.882

2.026

2.514
(5.1)

2.564
(3.25)

2.65

3.306

2.026

3.223
(6.3)

3.34
(2.91)

3.44

2.28

4

5.26
(6)

5.41
(3.39)

5.6

In this study, a multi-scale approach is used for
modeling CNT-based composites focusing on the
phenomena associated with the meso and macro
scales. Regular tessellation technique is used to partition material region at macro scale to the constitutive blocks with random volume fraction addressing
non-uniformed dispersion of CNTs.
A new method is developed at meso scale for irregular tessellation of the constitutive block using
Bayes classification algorithm combined with Voronoi method. Each constitutive block is tessellated to
the heterogeneous polygons on the basis of irregular pattern capturing aggregated CNTs. Each of the
polygons has a single agglomeration and so their
locations are taken into account. Each polygon is
converted into the two-phase sphere containing an
aggregated CNTs surrounded by dispersed CNT in
matrix using Composite Cylinder Assemblage model.
The proposed formulation by Hashin [41] and Christensen [42] are modified accounting for agglomeration and properties of each polygon obtained accordingly. Equivalent fiber theory [38-40] has been
used to consider non-bonded interphase region between CNT and surrounding polymer at micro scale.
Thanks to the equivalent fiber theory, the nonstraight shapes of the CNTs are simulated using
phenomenological bounding technique. Full stochastic multi-scale modeling is implemented treating all agglomeration, non-uniformed dispersion
and wavy pattern of CNTs as random parameters.
Finally, comparing the obtained results with previously introduced N3M method [35] and also previously published experimental data, very good consistency is observed with better clarification of random parameters in Meso scale and more timeefficient by lower runtime.
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